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ABSTRACT
Mobile cloud computing is an important emerging area where mobile users utilize services such as
Infrastructure, Software and Platform in an on-demand elastic manner. It provides resources based
on mobility, bandwidth, network coverage, cloudlet location and resource offloading. Elastic resource
allocation dynamically disintegrates; distribute resources to mobile cloud users. It is one of the
major challenging tasks in mobile cloud environment. Hence, this paper proposes a novel framework
for elastic resource allocation for mobile cloud users. This work highlights the techniques involved in
the elastic resource allocation with likelihood is important to handle cloud computing resources in an
educational cloud for university.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a new business model focusing on resource-on-demand, pay-as-you-go and utility
computing [1]. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the computing, which refers to anytime, anywhere access to
applications and data through the internet from standalone devices and mobile devices. In MCC, resources are
accessed on-demand basis which resulted in reduction of cost investments for users by hiring resources rather
than purchase them. The user can access the applications and data from anywhere at any point of time through
internet.
Existing elastic application models for cloud are not well suited for mobile cloud due to scalability, mobility,
network latency, cost and maintenance. As a result, new experiments and proposal of new framework models
for mobile cloud are emerging. The ultimate aim is to render better use of device resources with scalable,
minimum latency and low cost. Elasticity [2] is an essential feature in cloud computing. Instead of fixing the
system resource allocation in advance, the cloud system dynamically responds to actual variations by applying
virtual resources.
Partitioning [3, 6, 9] of resources is a key factor in elasticity which dynamically adds or removes virtual
resources according to the variations of workload. To accomplish consistent migration and suitable offloading
[4, 5, 8] between mobile devices and server, each application should be divided into an elastic module called
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Weblets [7]. While partitioning, we should consider resource consumption and data dependency to avoid data
breakage.
The partitioning technique can be done in two ways.
 Offline or static partitioning
 Online or dynamic partitioning
Offline or static partitioning: This technique applies on a fixed count of partitions. Here, applications are
required for two stage processing. First, Mobile user needs a user interface on mobile devices. Second,
computational modules of the application are transferred to suitable cloud server.
Online or dynamic partitioning: In this technique, partitioning and integration involves in a dynamic way of
processing loads of mobile devices and mobile cloud server [13].
Application of partitioning technique plays a significant role in elastic application implementation in mobile
cloud computing. Partitioning the application disintegrates the modules and process concurrently. Ioana Giurgiu
et al. suggested two step approaches for optimal partitioning the application between mobile devices and cloud
server. Initially, they abstracted the workflow of an application as a data flow graph of many interconnected
software modules. To find the optimal cut off by applying a partitioning algorithm, the output of the first level is
considered for the second level. For application partitioning, they have proposed ALL and K-step algorithms
[10]. At first, ALL algorithm does partition for offline conditions based on network conditions. Later, K-step
algorithm works in an online environment.
AlfredO framework was proposed by Giurgiu et al. to disintegrate and distribute the logic and application layer
of elastic application [11]. Here, the data layer presents are in cloud server and the user interface is on client
side.

The key factors like data transfer, response time and cost between mobile devices and server are

considered to formulate an elastic application middleware to different layers of an application by partitioning
automatically.
The application partitioning technique is statically partitioned in MISCO [12] framework based on map
reducing. At first, this map function gets a key/value pair and produce key/value pairs to process to the next
level.

Next, this function joins all the key/value pairs with the existing key to produce final output.

Furthermore, this framework contains three major roles master, mappers and reducers. Master works as the
organizer for resource management, scheduling tasks, etc. Mappers read input data which are divided into
blocks through DFS/IO and produce intermediate key/value pair which will be stored in its LFS (local file
system). The address of intermediate output will be sent to masters, who order to reducers to get the
intermediate results as reducer’s input. The reducer then reads the data from mappers by using RPC (Remote
Procedure Call).
Messer [14] et al. launched a framework which is designed for application load balancing of cloud server and
mobile devices such as PDAs, laptops and smartphones. This framework contains partitioning component,
offloading technique, etc.
policy.

Partitioning component disintegrates the application by complying partitioning

In offloading technique, application profiling factor gives the feasible solution.

It monitors the

execution history of offloading application as well as predicting the application resource requirement for the
future. Byung-Gon and Petros [15] proposed applications by using dynamic partitioning technique between
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clouds and mobile devices. They mentioned that the static partitioning technique in applications does not
provide any best optimal solutions at the user level because most of the applications are used at different level
by different users to access the cloud. They recommend that the execution environment and workload could be
considered while taking decisions in partitioning.
The remaining of the paper is formed as follows: The proposed model for partitioning the cloud application for
doing collaborative and interdisciplinary research activities of academic institutions is discussed in Section 2.
Results and discussions is shown in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper based on the proposed
work.
2.

METHODOLOGY

As partitioning technique [17] divides an elastic application into modules, here the proposed framework helps to
enhance elasticity and research activities at the university level. This framework is mainly classified into four
layers such as Elastic Handler, Execution Handler, Resource handler, Partitioning layer and Cloud users. The
different layers and entities involved in the elastic resource allocation framework are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Elastic Handler: This handler carries out elasticity based on prediction and then it transfers the control to the
execution environment like mobile devices or to any device which access cloud data. It acts as an intermediate
between partitioning layer and Execution environment layer. Data is synchronized by sending during this
process. Moreover, Elastic handler retransmits the data if there is any loss at the time of transmission.
Execution Handler: Traditional access methods use client-server computing. In Cloud computing, execution
handler distributes the resources on the server. It monitors and decides the best execution environment which is
suitable for elasticity. In addition to that, this layer traces behavior of the applications for recovering the
resources.

Fig. 1 Framework for elastic resource allocation

Resource handler: It decides the percentage of resource which is to be executed in mobile devices or cloud
servers after partitioning based on the resource availability such as network connectivity, location, battery
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consumption and node availability, etc. Let’s assume the application has 80% possibility of partitioning, then
this layer divides the application and it offloads the partitioned application to the cloud server.
Partitioning Layer: This layer plays a significant role to predict the behavior of resources based on the concept
of static and dynamic of its nature. This layer partitions the application based on the requirement of elasticity.
The applications are divided into as Elastic Partitioning Container (EPC) which traverses between mobile
devices and cloud servers.
(1)
Here, EA indicates resource utilization function. EPC is elastic partition container for module i. The application
in the cloud is partitioned up to level n to produce results to client as expected.
Cloud users: This layer focus on how the user interacts with cloud to access data by using thin client with
internet connectivity. The cloud user may be a research scholar, admin and professor.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of partitioning elastic application

The work flow of partitioning the elastic application is represented in Fig. 2.
Stage 1: Admin, research scholar and professor act as an end user to access data in university cloud through
their mobile devices.
Stage 2: Once a user decides to utilize the resource in the form of application, the process is initiated by using
prediction technique in the cloud.
Stage 3: The partition layer helps to disintegrate the application. At this stage, the elastic handler acts as an
intermediate between partitioning and prediction.
Stage 4: Resource handler takes care of resources on the cloud environment after partitioning.
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Stage 5: After execution, any cloud vendor [16] can use this model to handle resources before it is delivered to
end user.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the experimental evaluation for the prediction based partitioning elastic model is discussed. This
experimental model setup admits by varying customer access time, resource usage, size of partitioning module
and scheduling policies. At first, the less number of users and system resources are tested and its result is shown
in Fig.3. When there is increase in number of users and system resources the proposed model performs good
when compared to the traditional partitioning technique which is shown in Fig. 4. The execution time of
application based on the prediction approach is taken into consideration in both phases. With the help of the
application prediction layer, the proposed model can dynamically modify the requirement of VMs and the
resource allocation can effectively meet the requirement of system resources.

Fig. 3 Less number of users and resources

Fig. 4 High number of users and resources
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4.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

Mobile Cloud computing paradigm is a better supported platform to enhance the interdisciplinary research
activities in universities by collaboratively work with a pool of resources, on-demand, pay-per usage, elasticity.
The related work examines the partitioning technique. To improve the elasticity, the partitioning technique is
focused using cloud computing. To achieve this, a framework is proposed in this paper for partitioning the
application in an elastic execution environment of cloud computing. Here, five layers support to improve its
efficiency at the time of data transfer. The prominent feature of this framework is to improve the elasticity of
application between mobile devices and cloud servers. In addition, the Univ-cloud using partitioning reduces
the management cost and time when it is implemented for education purpose. In future, this work will be
extended with offloading technique and resource scheduling management to improve the cost model and
elasticity in mobile cloud computing.
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